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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATUR 

 

B.1 Theoritical Framework 

B.1.1  Semiotic Theory 

B.1.1.2 The Definition of Semiotic 

The word semiotic is derived from Greek “semeion‟ which mean 

sign (Sebeok, 2001). Eco (2009) said that “Semiotic is concerned with 

everything than can be taken as a sign”. Sign could be anywhere. Signs 

take the form of words, images, sounds, odors, flavours, acts or objects, 

but such things have no intrinsic meaning and become signs only when 

we invest them with meaning. According to Peirce, nothing is a sign unless 

it is interpreted as a sign. Anything can be a sign as long as someone 

interprets it as ‘signifying’ something – referring to or standing for 

something other than itself.  

Terminologically, semiotics can be defined as the science that 

study a wide range of objects, events across cultures as a sign. It can be 

interpreted as the science of signs (signs) and everything that relate to it: 

the way it functions, its relation to other words, delivery, and recipient by 

those who use it. Sign is any sound impression that functions as a 

signification according to an object or concepts in the world of experience 

that wish to communicate (McQuail, 1987). 
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Semiotic is a part of linguistics in which a sign is seen from the 

expression of language, which expresses an idea (Noth, 2014). 

Theoretically, semiotics is a part of linguistics, a branch of semiotics that 

deals with linguistics, namely semantics, syntax, and pragmatics. 

Pragmatics is a part of semiotic related to origin, use and effect of signs 

in the behavior in which they can be occurred. Semantics pertains to the 

marking of sign in all means of marking, meanwhile, syntax deals with a 

combination of sign regardless of their specific significance on their 

relationship to the behavior in which they occur (Kreidler, 2002).  

Semiotics is used as an approach to analyze media texts assuming 

that the media itself is communicated through a set of sign (Sobur, 2012). 

It can be interpreted that semiotics can be used to analyze mass media, 

including social media in the form of memes, because memes have their 

own meaning and message which are communicated through social 

media in certain set of signs. 

B.1.1.2   Types of Semiotics 

According to Sobur (2012), there are nine types of semiotics, 

they are: 

1.   Analytic semiotics 

It is a kind of semiotics that analyses sign of systems. 

2.   Descriptive semiotics 

 It deals with the sign system, whether new or old, which has the 

same meaning. 
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3. Zoosemiotics  

 It is a kind of semiotics that analyses the sign system that created by 

animals. 

4. Cultural semiotics 

 It is a kind of semiotics that studies about the sign system used in 

certain societies. 

5. Narrative semiotics 

 The semiotics that examines mythology and folklore narratives. 

6. Natural semiotics 

 A kind of semiotics that is used for Analysing sign system from 

nature. 

7. Normative semiotics 

 It is the semiotics that is used for Analysing sign system made by 

humans which have forms or norms. 

8. Social semiotics 

 The kind of semiotics that explains the sign system created by 

humans, in terms of words or sentences. 

9. Structural semiotics 

 It is a kind of semiotics that Analyses sign systems through the 

structure of language. 
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B.1.1.3   Semiotics Theory 

 There are some popular semiotics theories, such as Peircian 

Semiotics, Saussurean, Riffaterre theory, and Barthes theory. 

a. Charles Sanders Peirce / Peircian Semiotics (1839-1914) 

Peircian semiotics is stated by Charles Sanders Peirce. He said that 

there are three sides of sign. The sides are representamen, object and 

interpretant (Peirce, 1940). In that book, Peirce says that a sign is 

something stands for something. Peirce gives a definition of 

representamen as the sign itself, the object is the thing which is referred, 

and the interpretant is the product from the connection between 

interpretant and object. Taking the example above, according to Peirce 

the word pen is the representamen, yet the object is the pen physically. 

For the interpretant is what thought which is appeared when someone 

hears pen, such as “writings”, “ink:, “paper”, and so on. Here is the 

Peirce’s diagram (Sheriff in Ramadhan et al., 2018): 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The Process of Linguistic Sign of Peirce 

Futhermore, (Peirce, 1940) says that there are three elements in 

semiosis process (the process of interpreting a sign). A Sign, or 

Representamen 

Object Interpretant 
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representamen, is a first which stands in such a genuine triadic relation to 

a Second, called its Object, as to be capable of determining a Third, called 

its  Interpretant, to assume the same triadic relation to its Object in which 

it stands itself to the same Object. The triadic relation is genuine, that is its 

three members are bound together by it in a way that does not consist 

in any complexus of dyadic relation. That it the reason the Interpretant, or 

Third, cannot stand in a mere dyadic relation to the Object, but must stand 

in such a relation to it as the Representamen itself does. Nor can the triadic 

relation in which the Third stands merely similar to that in which the First 

stands, for this would make the relation of the Third to the First a 

degenerate Secondness merely. 

It means that those sides (Representamen, Object, Interpretant) 

are something which should always be together. They are inseparable in 

semiosis because they have their functions to determine each other so that 

semiosis process can describe or determine the sign clearly. 

Nevertheless, a sign cannot call as the Firstness, and so forth. Definitely, 

Firstness is a probability or something which does not refer to anything 

else. Then, the Secondness is actual fact, or the sensation of feeling 

appeared. The last is Thirdness which is the law or general role or a 

tendency of how representamen will be predicted. 

According to Peirce (1940), every side of semiosis (representamen, 

object, interpretant) has its own classification. The representamen can be 

divided into qualisign which is formed by quality, such as the concept of 
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color, sinsign which is formed by the real physical reality or the shape of a 

thing. Pierce says about sinsign (sin is “being only once” as in single, simple, 

Latin semel) is actual thing or event. Then legisign is the law or rule of how 

the thing should be such as the sound of whistle in the soccer match. 

Mostly the legisgn is made by human being to organize the social life, and 

because of that almost all the convention is the legisign. 

As for the relationship between the representamen and the object, 

object has three classifications too. They are icon which the sign has that 

resemblance with the fact of what it refers, or a sign which denoted and 

have the character(s) of the Object, whether the Object exists or not. The 

next classification is symbol, the sign connected with the object because of 

the agreement. Symbol is general law or ideas which operate only in a 

particular situation, areas, or society. It should be noticed to differentiate 

symbol with legisign. Then, the index which has the sign connected with 

the object because of the cause and effect connection. But, this connection 

is not so much. Index is anything which takes attention or startles us. Index 

has three characteristics; first, index has no resemblance to their Object, 

second, it refers to individual or single unit, and last it directs the attention 

or startle to its Object. 
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Table 1.  Peirce’s Thought of Semiotics 

 Firstness Secondness Thirdness 

Representament 

Qualisign 
A quality which 
is a sign 

Sinsign 
An actual 
existent 
thing or event 
which is a sign 

Legisign 
A law which is a 
sign 

Object 

Icon 
Refers by virtue 
of some 
similarity to 
objec 

Index 
Refers by virtue 
of being 
affected by 
object 

Symbol 
Refers by virtue 
of some law or 
assumption 

Interpretant 

Rheme 
A sign of 
qualitative 
possibility 

Dicent Sign 
A sign of actual 
exsistence 

Argument 
A sign of law 

(Peirce, 1940) 

b. Ferdinand de Saussure / Saussurean (1857-1913) 

The sign is the whole that results from the association of the 

signifier with the signified. The relationship between the signifier and the 

signified is referred to as 'signification'. A sign must have both a signifier 

and a signified. You cannot have a totally meaningless signifier or a 

completely formless signified (Saussure, 1966).  

A sign is a recognizable combination of a signifier with a particular 

signified. The Saussurean legacy of the arbitrariness of signs leads 

semioticians to stress that the relationship between the signifier and the 

signified is conventional dependent on social and cultural conventions. This 

is particularly clear in the case of the linguistic signs with which Saussure 

was concerned: a word means what it does to us only because we 

collectively agree to let it do so. Saussure felt that the main concern of 
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semiotics should be 'the whole group of systems grounded in the 

arbitrariness of the sign'. He argued that:  

Signs which are entirely arbitrary convey better than others the 

ideal semiological process. That is why the most complex and the most 

widespread of all systems of expression, which is the one we find in human 

languages, is also the most characteristic of all. In this sense, linguistics 

serves as a model for the whole of semiology, even though languages 

represent only one type of semiological systems (Saussure, 1966) 

However, whilst purely conventional signs such as words are quite 

independent of their referents, other less conventional forms of signs are 

often somewhat less independent of them. Nevertheless, since the 

arbitary nature of linguistic signs is clear, those who have adopted the 

Saussurean model have tended to avoid “the familiar mistake of assuming 

that signs which appear natural to those who use them have an intrinsic 

meaning and require no explanation” (Sendera et al., 2014). 

c. Michael Riffaterre 

When reading a literary work, the reader must constantly be aware 

of the multiplicity of representations that the text imposes on him.  

Riffaterre (1978) stated that,from the standpoint of meaning of the text is 

a string of successive information units. From the standpoint of significance 

the text is one semantic unit. From this standpoint, reading is more than a 

simple one-way operation of identifying signs put down on paper. 

According to Riffaterre, the text makes it apparent that “[it] is constructed 
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in such a way that it can control its own decoding and consequently, it acts 

on the reader as much as the reader acts on it (Riffaterre, 1978). 

Riffaterre (1978) defines the stylistic unit as “a dyad made up of 

inseparable poles, the first of which creates a probability and the second 

of which frustrates that probability. The contrast between the two results 

in a stylistic effect.” The first of the two poles – the one that creates the 

probability – is the grammar established by the text, that is, a series of 

expected, mimetic utterances that appear normal at first glance. 

In literary text, the reader will encounter ungrammaticalities: the 

apparently incongruous elements that come in and disrupt the grammar 

of the text. This is where we can find the second poles of dyad: the stylistic 

unit. Ungrammaticality is what allows us to jump from mimesis to semiosis 

and thereby gain access to the significance of the text. Moreover, the 

characteristics of ungrammaticality is that it must be perceptible; if it 

habours a hidden meaning, the text will give formal indices 

to the reader, who will furnish the key to interpretation. These indices 

exhibit two features, or properties: 

1. A deictic feature, perceived as a distortion of mimesis. Riffaterre (1978) 

cities -Encoded in such a way that, first, it reveals that it is hiding 

something. 

2. A hermenuetic feature: the sort of disortion of mimesis. Riffaterre (78) 

says, -Indicates how we can find that something.  
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d. Roland Barthes 

According to Barthes in Gardner (2016), semiotics is a relationship 

between the signifier (the marker) and the signified (signified). There are 

two levels of signs in semiotics, which allows producing stratified 

meanings. Barthes explains there are levels is signs, those are Denotative, 

connotative, and myth (Barthes in Isnaniah, 2020). 

1) Denotation, Connotation, and Myth 

Denotation is sign level which explains the relationship between 

signifier and signified that has explicit meaning. Denotation is the 

most conventional sign in a society because its relationship is on the 

reality or having meaning based on the dictionary. 

Connotation is sign level which explains the relationship 

between signifier and signified that does not have explicit meaning. Its 

meaning is not available on the dictionary list or having literary 

meaning. Barthes uses Connotation to show the significance of the 

second stage. In other words, the denotation is what is described by the 

sign to an object, whereas connotations are how to describe it (Gardner, 

2016) 

The mythical level of signification can also be turned the 

ideological at this level, signification is depend on the shared cultural 

values and beliefs. Consider the use of images countryside in 

advertising. Signification here depends on the myth or ideology that 

oppose city and country, the country is signified as more pure and 
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innocent than the urban lifestyle. Such myths are specific to certain 

cultures, and they are arguable, “countryside” may connote something 

quite different to a confirmed city-dweller. While the process of 

signification is universal, the meanings that are generated in the 

process will be culturally specific (Gardner, 2016). 

2) Barthes’ Reading Photograph 

Barthes uses Myth on his semiotic analysis about culture and 

any ideological critic. It can be found in many mass cultural products 

which have created the language as the communication such as the 

people’s myth today. It is produced through mythological treasure like 

magazine, television, film advertisements and many photographs. 

One of the highly important areas that Barthes concerned in his 

study about sign was the reader role. The reader has the most 

significant perception to the object they read because the reader can 

read the sign in various perceptions. It can be happiness, dislike, sadness, 

and many more. Therefore there is no right or wrong 

perception. (Barthes in Isnaniah, 2020) 

The myth’s analysis was focused on the second level of the 

semiotic system. It is uneasy because what we see, listen and read is 

the first level of the semiotic system by seeing at the connotation 

components as the components of meaning former. It has to be 

focused on the signification system on the connotation level (Gardner, 

2016).  
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The connotation works on the subjunctive that makes its present 

cannot be realized. The reader can read easily the connotative meaning 

as the denotative fact. Therefore one of the semiotic aims is to furnish 

the analysis method in order to handle the misreading. 

In handling misreading of the advertisements of photograph, 

Barthes distinguished the sign in two parts that have to be underlined. 

They are verbal part and non verbal sign (Gardner, 2016) 

The verbal part is of course the text of the advertisement. It can be 

the name or slogan of the product or people, information about 

something, persuasion sentences, or anything else in text form. The non 

verbal signs are the sings which appearances are aimed to support the 

verbal part in order to be an interesting package of advertisement. They 

have deep meaning that can produce message to the reader, not only as a 

compliment. They are: 

a) The use of color 

The using of color is a vital aspect of art direction in printed 

media and billboard advertisement. Color are used as logos which 

arranged by the advertising maker to increase the reader’s recognition, to 

make the link between the brand (the picture) and the message. Color is 

the meaningful constant for sighted people and it is powerful psychological 

tool. 
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b) The use of music 

Music or sound is usually used in television and radio 

advertisement. It can add the sensory dimension of advertising and 

provide an emotional or mood setting which can evoke a variety of 

feelings. 

c) The use of animation. 

Usually, the advertisements makers use this part as the creative 

technique. The use some graphical design technology to sell their 

ware in the advertisements and also to attract the reader (customer) 

attention by the interesting picture (Barthes in Isnaniah, 2020). 

 

B.1.2  Bitcoin Meme 

B.1.2.1  The Definition of Bitcoin  

Bitcoin is a new financial system, designed by the people, for the 

people and theoretically everyone has equal power. People control their 

own money and the rules of the Bitcoin system are enforced on everyone 

by each other through mutual distrust. Nobody can tamper with or 

influence the system except in one unlikely scenario of controlling 51% of 

the entire network (Kelion in Rose, 2015).  

Bitcoin is a virtual currency or cryptocurrency that has been traded 

in various countries.  Bitcoin was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 

January 2009 as a digital currency based on cryptography. Bitcoin was 
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created by Bitcoin network according to need and Bitcoin demand, 

through systematic based on exact mathematical calculations (Musyafah, 

2020). 

Originally, Bitcoin was not of interest to the general public, since 

mainly cryptographers, hackers, and mathematicians understood its 

purpose and use. It is generated by an algorithm, it is impossible to 

counterfeit, it is more or less anonymous, and since it is a peer-to-peer 

network there are no additional fees from middlemen such as banks. In 

fact, these are the virtues of a currency uniquely suited to modern digital 

economy.  

B.1.2.2  The History of Bitcoin  

A bitcoin is an electronic currency used online between individuals. 

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency, a form of electronic cash. It is a decentralized 

digital currency without a central bank or single administrator that can be 

sent from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin network. Bitcoin was 

invented by an unknown person or group of people using the name, 

Satoshi Nakamoto, and released as open-source software in 2009. 

Bitcoins are created as a reward for a process known as mining. They can 

be exchanged for other currencies, products, and services. Its 

transactions are verified by network nodes through cryptography and 

recorded in a public distributed ledger called a block chain (Imam, 2019). 

Cryptography is an important branch of science in the field of 

information security. Mathematicians and computer scientists discover 
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potential other uses of cryptography to support life community in the 

field of buying and selling digital currencies that are not regulated by 

government and not the official currency. This cryptocurrency concept is 

the basis for the birth of the digital currency that is currently famous as 

bitcoin currency as a means of payment (Fauzi et al., 2020). 

B.1.2.2  Basic Concept of Bitcoin  

The basic concept of bitcoin is to make the system decentralized 

authority to transact without being able to third-party verification using 

the concept of a digital signature on every transaction (Nian et al., 2019). 

According to Fauzi et al. (2020), the concept of digital currency according 

to bitcoin.org source bitcoin site official, are: 

1. The algorithm used for the whole operation transactions and 

documentation of all payments that have been made by its users.  

2. Decentralization, where all transactions are not regulated by an 

agency but left to its users.  

3. Mining (Mining), this mining uses tools or equipment a computer on 

which special applications are installed for processing and Leveraging 

all transactions that have occurred previously became a block chain 

mathematically.  

4. Legality Legally, digital currency is not the currency of a country and is 

not have an official agency in its management. Therefore, all risks 

which happens to be the responsibility of the user himself. 
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B.1.2.3  How Bitcoin Works 

According to Nian et al. (2019), bitcoin has three parts, which are: 

1. Blockchain, is a list of every bitcoin transaction ever occur. Before 

BlockChain was a series/series a block containing a set of new and 

connected transactions with the previous block. Blockchain starts 

when a block receives new data. The blockchain system itself consists 

of transactions and block. Each block contains a series of cryptographic 

hashes and hashes from the previous block, so as to form a network. 

2.  Mining Bitcoin (Miners) are the people who look after old transactions 

and ensure that new transactions are recorded. Procedure from 

miners, namely using a set of computers and sophisticated software, 

and mining processes can start. Miners use a device computer is to 

solve complex mathematical problems. Therefore, it takes a computer 

with qualified specifications and a very high level of sophistication to 

be able to race against another miner. The better the hardware and 

software, the better the bigger the result. 

3.  Wallet is the part of bitcoin that is frequently viewed by users. Wallets 

only store private keys that allow the user to owner to add 

transactions to the blockchain at an address in the form of public key. 

 In using bitcoin, the user must have wallet (digital wallet) that has 

functions to process transactions into encrypted data known as blocks. 

There are three types of wallets, software wallets, mobile wallet, and web 

wallet. The difference between the three wallets lie on the bitcoin 
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storage. In the software wallet bitcoin will be stored on hard drive which 

means any computer used to download this wallet software bitcoin 

storage. Wallet will send block to peer to peer network for processing. 

Here later a number of computers will be decode this block will process 

the transaction. This process is called mining and every successful 

transaction processed will be given a reward in the form of a number of 

bitcoin. Bitcoin transactions are carried out anonymously or without 

reveal the identity of the perpetrator at all so there is no need to bother 

conveying various kinds of information that usually requested by the bank 

such as funds, transaction purpose and address receiver. With no 

authority overseeing bitcoin then there is no freezing of funds, no one 

asks from where is the source of the funds and what is the transaction for 

(Musyafah, 2020). 

B.1.2.4  The Way to Get Bitcoin 

 According to Nian et al. (2019), there are 3 ways to get bitcoin, that 

are: 

1. Mining bitcoin 

By way of mining is carried out at PT Internet, the medium used to mine 

bitcoin is using a computer device connected to a network internet, have 

good computer specifications or high quality to support operations.  
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2. Buy bitcoin exchange 

This method is required to buy from a service or merchant which provides 

bitcoin which can buy bitcoin with any exchange rate. Buying bitcoin can 

meet in person or online to the seller. 

3. Get paid with bitcoin 

This method is the recommended place for visiting a site that provides 

free bitcoin with certain conditions. Like watching ads, playing games, 

placing ads blog that we have and others. 

B.1.2.5  The Advantages of Bitcoin 

 Fauzi et al. (2020) stated that, some advantages in using Bitcoin, 

are: 

1.  Security and manage money 

Bitcoin transactions secured by Cryptography level military. No one can 

use money or make payments while taking steps needed to protect the 

wallet, bitcoin can provide complete control over money and a strong 

level of protection against 

many types of fraud. 

2. Works anywhere, anytime and by anyone 

Just like email, no need to require family to use the same software or 

service providers. Bitcoin network not never sleep, even on holidays. 

same.  
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3. Easy and fast international payment system 

Bitcoin can be transferred for example from America to Indonesia in 

approximately 10 minutes. No bank slowing down the process, expensive 

fees or freezing funds. 

4. Almost free to use 

Bitcoin makes it possible to send and receive very cheap payment. Except 

for special cases like micropayments, no fees are applied. However it is 

recommended to pay more volunteer fees high for faster confirmation of 

transactions and for hiring people to operate the Bitcoin network. 

5. Protect identity 

By Bitcoin, no credit card number can be collected by bad actors to 

imitate. In fact, even it is possible to send a payment without having to 

reveal identity, just like real money. However should note that it takes 

some effort to protect privacy. 

6. It makes the payment via mobile phone easier 

Bitcoin on mobile allows to pay with two simple steps smart and pay. No 

need to swipe credit card, typing a pin, or signing anything. Accepting 

Bitcoin payments is simply display the QR code in the Bitcoin wallet app 

and let a friend scans the phone of the person to be sent, or touch two 

phones together. It should be noted that all Bitcoin transactions are 

stored publicly and permanently on the network Bitcoin which means 

that balance and transaction address Bitcoin can be seen by anyone. 
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B.1.2.6  The Definition of Meme 

 In the 21st century, the internet has a culture that is always moving 

and evolving. Internet culture and society define the meaning of “meme” 

as a cultural artifact of netizent. Memes, as defined, are part of the online 

culture; mostly jokes, that are presented through mediums such as 

image+text or GIF+text combinations or just plain text and are spread 

virally on all Internet-based platforms, changing along the way. This paper 

will only focus on memes that are a blend of a certain image and a piece 

of written text, as they are the most popular category (Biseria & 

Shalevska, 2018). 

 These memes contain many references and require an impressive 

amount of knowledge in order to be understood. They contain references 

from the popular culture, political and religious references, references 

specific to a region or a country and references to do with certain 

profession or field. Decoding and understanding said references both in 

the written part of the meme, as well as in the image used as a basis, is 

crucial in understanding and later, re-creating memes. Understanding 

these references is mostly linked to a certain age group, the so called 

millennials, who, due to the amount of time spent on the internet, 

understand, create, use and share memes most (Milner, 2012). 

 Apart from the references, they contain and the age-group they 

usually target, in their textual part, memes contain many features that 

are extremely interesting from a linguistics’ point of view. Memes use 
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vernacular English, phrases from specific English dialects, puns and 

punning riddles, jargon, slang, shortenings and neologisms as well as 

patterned way of incorrect spelling and multiple, intentional or 

unintentional grammar and syntax mistakes (Kim & Sagun, 2013). 

 Nowadays, memes are also created in Macedonian. Memes in 

Macedonian, for the most part, share the linguistic and sociological skills 

as the memes originally created in English, though they contain other 

language features characteristic for the Macedonian language only. All of 

these features make memes a very complex, yet very useful and creative 

internet communicational tool that, in the recent years, has grabbed the 

intention of many scholars. 

 The term meme was coined by English evolutionary biologist and 

author Richard Dokins in 1976. In his book, The Selfish Gene, Dokins used 

the term meme in order to denote all non-genetic behavior and cultural 

ideas that are passed on from person to person, spanning from language 

to the conventions of football (Davison). The term itself is based on the 

one Ancient Greek word „mīmēma“ which can roughly be translated as 

“something that is imitated”(Komesu et al., 2018). 

 Years later, the same term was used to name a totally different 

thing, something crucial to the ultimate understanding of the digital 

culture nowadays; a cultural digital artifact of a sort, that is gaining new 

meanings and functions as it is breaking rapidly into the mainstream, 

more and more with each passing day. 
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 Similar to the original meme, the Internet meme of today also 

spreads from user to user throughout different Internet-based platforms. 

What is considered to be the first internet meme appeared in 1982. What 

we know as “the smiley face” emoticon nowadays, is regarded as the very 

first Internet meme created by Scott E. Fahlman. The meme made of 

punctuation marks only was primarily created to mark sarcasm and jokes 

in official, formal internet e-mail correspondence. The idea pleased many 

and the smiley-emoticon became vastly popular in a matter of weeks. 

From one emoticon, to many more in just a few months, the memes 

evolved rapidly (Biser & Shalevska, 2018). 

 

B.2 Relevant Research 

Relevant research consists of some research which support this 

study. Some of relevant researches that related with this study are:  

1. Isnaniah (2020), with the title “"COVID-19" Meme in Social Media: 

Study of Roland Barthes Semiology.” The result of the study shows that 

the creators tried to reveal social condition through COVID-19 memes. 

The social conditions were presented in some types of memes, namely 

critical memes, parodist memes, and motivational memes. In relation 

to meaning presentation, some social problems were revealed COVID-

19 memes. Those social problems include the increase of jobless 

numbers, the change of life routine, the change of education 

management, the closing of public access, and social distancing. 
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2. Octavita & Zaimar (2019), in their research with the title “Semiotic 

Analysis of Satire Meme Connecting Women’s Identity In Brillio Net.” 

This research shows that the origins of the confusion surroundings the 

theoretical status of cyber technology memes today could be found in 

culture. Those memes later developed in memetics, the science of 

memes. Meme is a common way for individuals to communicate 

online. Internet users often use memes to reply to each other on social 

networking sites or other online forums. This research argues that 

memes are successfully used for communication purposes because 

certain memes (specifically image macros) are essentially speech acts 

and are also understood as being speech acts by internet users. When 

creating a meme, choices are made concerning the specific semiotic 

resources to be used and the internet community then interprets 

these resources to facilitate communication between the meme 

creator and the internet community. Memes can be recreated for 

different purposes and therefore it is possible to group memes under 

already existing speech acts and speculate about the ways in which 

these might correspond to speech acts in the future. 

3. Calimbo (2015), in her study with the title “Deconstructing Myths Via 

Humor: A Semiotic Analysis of Philippine Political Internet Memes.” 

Findings revealed that contrasts and binary oppositions in both images 

and captions portraying code violations are the humorous signifiers in 

the memes. Humor in the memes is basically aggressive, as it ridicules 
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and satirizes representatives of power, the political elite, for their 

undesirable qualities and practices which are in stark contrast with (or 

violations of) the righteous and moralistic slogan of the present 

administration, that is, ‘Daang Matuwid.’ Through the internet 

memes, the belief that a new administration can be a ‘messiah’ who 

can save the masses from their present sorry condition is 

deconstructed. As the analysis shows, humor in the internet memes 

exposes some political ideological constructs which are naturalized or 

normalized in the Philippine society. Through humor, such ideologies 

are unmasked and the public is brought to awareness of what is really 

behind seemingly normal or natural events in the Philippine political 

arena. This means that Filipino humor, apart from being a mere 

expression of fun and entertainment, has the potential to express 

dissent especially against some ills in the society. Recommendations 

for future research are included. 
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